Relative contributions of the neurosensory retina and retinal pigment epithelium to macular hypofluorescence.
To determine quantitatively the relative contributions of the neurosensory retina (NR) and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) to the macular hypofluorescence observed during routine fundus fluorescein angiography. Macular and peripheral buttons of neurosensory retina and retinal pigment epithelium were obtained from 10 postmortem human eyes. A well was created to simulate a fluorescein-filled choroid. The fluorescence of each tissue and combinations of tissue atop the well was determined using a fluorescence microscope. The percent reduction in the fluorescence of each, relative to the baseline fluorescence of the well alone, was calculated. Macular RPE demonstrated substantially lower fluorescence than peripheral RPE in all subjects. Macular NR demonstrated lower fluorescence than peripheral NR in all but one subject. The addition of macular NR to macular RPE caused significantly less fluorescence in all cases. Macular RPE caused a much greater percent reduction in fluorescence than macular NR in all subjects. Hypofluorescence of the macula relative to the peripheral retina is a well-known feature of fluorescein angiography. This phenomenon is predominantly owing to the RPE and minimally to the NR, which cause 90.6 and 13.6 mean percent reductions in fluorescence, respectively.